
Dear Paul, 	 7/307 

I'm glad you called this morning. It was good to talk to you. I'm sorry I worried 
you by forgetting to mail this envelope. As you cameos it is overdue. 

Partly this is because with worry about myself for about a month my head is not 
screwed an right all the time and partly because I did stay busy on things I had to 
do. Probably the best tranquilieer whether or not the beat medicine. 

There has been one good byproduct of the worry. I don't feel like eating and the 
weight is rolling off. Last time she I weighed it was more than 10 pounds. I'm sure 
it is more now. I just don't feel like eating. 

lay biggest medical problem seems to be the doctors we pay so much a year to just 
to prevent the kinds of things that have happened to me. Tits remember my regular martinet 
of what turned out to be typical phiebitis symptoms. It was too late when I was in agony. 
The damage bad been done. Since then it has been no better. I think I'd have been better 
off if I had just walked into a hospital emergency room. Some kid out of med school 
would probable have cared more. 

Whatever has happened appears to have influenced the supply of blood to the brain» 
too little or too much after really very little movement. The rate of what Ind can do 
has been going down rapidly. This is why I said I'm sweating Monday out. Today I'm being 
inactive because of yestrray and this morning. This morning was not bad, Just a warning. 
Iso hours I walked out to the road and back three different times. After the third I 
needed air and was essmit yawing and then for a while I felt weak. Until I learned the 
connection there were times I'd actually not be able to keep my eyes open over the 
typewriter. 

This was a good day for a friendly call because something else wan on my minds a 
nephew's wedding. I had reconciled myself to not going more than a week ago. But I knew 
Lil would be uneasy about leaving me so I suggested we get a husband/lie:sitter. A friend 
came and Lille sister-in law picked her up. She'll see her featly, some she hasn't seen 
for a long time, besides sharing in a happy event. 

!ore than most wedding this is a happy event. Our nephew is a good kid who got into 
trouble through bad company. It was serious trouble if he had done nothing serious. I was 
able to prevent any really bad consequences. He got no time. And he did have a long period 
of psychiatric consultations, apparently with a real human being who helped him put himself 
together. Then he met this girl and she made him bootstrap it. He went back to night school 
and got his high-school diploma*  he got and has kept a regular job. they decided to get 
married once he had met her terms, like getting the diploma, stopping smoking, things 
like that. They they started buying furniture and other things as he could pay for them. 
341 sister-in-law's apartment became like a storehouse*  Bo they begin not in debt and with 
the minimum and hopefully with good prospects. He has a job for life if he keeps put 
together, as I think he now can. He'll not get rick but he'll live well. He is a strong 
king, about 250, who loves doing physical work* He is with the State Roads. When the weather 
is bad they work frightful hours but get professional pay for those periods. 

So while I'm seEry I cafe t be there I'm glad al is. Ne husband-sitter, by the way, 
is a fan of Burnaby ones. She almost never misses the show. 

Xotnroall meant mere because it was a reminder of the kind of good friend you have been. 
Perhaps the things you have done have been small to you but they have not been to me. The 
help with FOIL has been significant. I For whatever it is worth to you it will be mepreseneed 
in all those records that will be a permaent archive, available to all. Once when Howard 
got an honorarium he gave me a couple of hundred dollars to pat on these costs. Aside 
from you and him as best I recall Jim and I have bad this long and costly fight all aloes. 
Too much of Jim's part remains unappreciated. Not only his fine work but its cost to him. 
Turning the FOIL corruption by the government around was a real accomplishment. One of my 
suits, and from his briefing, was a major part in that, if rarely mentioned and not 
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mentioned in a single paper when Teddy Kennedy is the one who saw to it that the record would bo clear on this. 
We have bad few choices in recent years. Doing what conscience requires had cut we off from most people in the field. That I miss little, considering the reasons I have detached myself from rest. 
One of the consequences of living in the country and okaying busy is that we see fewer people. When we lived in Washington we led gregarious lives. It also means that I we pretty much cut off from means of support. Of various kinds. Including college kids, some of whom would help if it were where they are. 
I hope it does not cow towhere I have to thine. of moving back to the city. Not only do we both lore it here but "11 has a gratifying career of her own here. But I can't drive there any more, for one thing. Unless there develops a medical need I'll still not want to go back to the city. And I'd rather not borrow trouble. But what I am saying is that it has cut us off not only from help but from the kind of people we are and have been. If there are any around here we've not met them. We have good friends but they have other interests. The local people who are interested in my work are without exception intellectuals. Wd've never been part of the local social whirl so meeting those who probably exist just hasn't happened. 
All in all it means that we have been living more to outeelves, with fewer close friends than when we were younger, so each warm sigh of friendship assumes more meaning. That was what Aar call was. I do appreciate. I'm sorry about my thoughtlessness in cumin you needless worry. 

Thanks, 


